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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
EAN's HANSON, of HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT, ASSIGNOR, BY MESNE ASSIGNMENTS, 

To UNDERWOOD COMPUTENG MACHINE COMPANY, OF NEW YORK, N. Y., A. CoReg. RAN OF NEW YORK, 

coMBINED TYPE-WRITING AND COMPUTING MACHINE. 
1,29,687. Specification of Letters Patent. Fatented Sept. 24, 1918. 

Application filed February 12, 1912, seriai No. 67,052. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, HANs HANSON, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing in Hart 
ford, in the county of Hartford and State of 
Connecticut, have invented certain new and 
useful improvements in Combined Type 
Writing and Computing Machines, of which 
the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to computing ma 

chines of the kind in which pins or devices 
are set by means of numeral keys and are 
then caused to coãperate with dial wheels 
to determine the extent of rotation of the 
latter. 
One of the principal objects of the inven 

tion is to enable a single set of such key-set 
pins or devices to coöperate with any of a 
series of sets of dial wheels. 
The invention is illustrated in connection 

with a combined typewriting and comput 
ing machine of the Underwood-Hanson type, in which the key-set pins are carried upon 
rack bars, these rack bars having teeth which 
Inesh with pinions to turn the dial, wheels. 
In carrying out my improvements, I substi 
tute for the dial wheels a set of master 
wheels, and arrange a 'series of sets of dial 
wheels upon a carriage; so that by moving 
the carriage, any desired set of dial wheels 

3. a. can be brought into conjunction with the 
single master set. The paper carriage of the 
type-writing machine is provided with a se 
ries of dogs, one for each of the sets of dial 
wheels, and these dogs, one after another, 
operate the denomination devices which se 
lect the pin bars or racks which are to coöp 
erate. with the keys. Hence, during a single 
run of the paper carriage, all of the dial 
wheel sets can be operated one after another 
by the same set of master wheels. 
Other objects and advantages will herein after appear. 
In the accompanying drawings, 
Figure i is a sectional side elevation of 

5 a combined typewriting and computing ma 
chine embodying the present improvements. 

Fig. 2 is a plan of the dogs on the paper 
carriage of the typewriter and the denomi 

Fig. 3 is a sectional elevation similar to a portion of Fig. i but on a larger scale. 
Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 3, hut show 

ing one of the sets of dial wheels meshing 
with the set of master wheels. 

Fig. 49 is a plan of one train of dial wheel, 
master wheel and tens carrying mechanism, the parts in normal positions. 

Fig. 4 is a detail section showing the one 
way clutch connection whereby the carry 
over assisting shaft is driven solely during 
the return movement of the general operator. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the normal position of 
the feeding dog of the carriage which carries 
the dial wheels; and Fig. 6 illustrates the ab 
normal position thereof. . 

Fig. is a general plan of the computing 
mechanism in the base of the machine. 
Numeral keys of the typewriter depress 

levers 2 to vibrate bell cranks 3, to swing 
type bars 4 up to print against a platen 5, 
which is mounted on a carriage 6. The lat 
ter is driven by a spring-barrel 7, and has a 
rack 8 meshing with a pinion 9, connected to 
escapement wheel 10, which is controlled by 
dogs 11; said dogs operated by a universal 
bar 12, which is driven by heels 13 on the type bars. 
Said keys have stems 14 to depress arms 

15 on rock shafts 16, forming parts of link 
ages 17, which are depressed by said keys to 
engage and depress computing pins i8, the 
latter suitably mounted on bai's 19. These 
bars 19 are elevated one at a time, through 
the instrumentality of one of the dogs 20 on 
the carriage 6, said dog engaging jacks 2i. 
one after another, to depress links 22 and wi 
brate levers 23, which engage linkages 24 to 
raise the rear ends of said bars 9 seriafm. 
As stated above, there is one of the dogs 20 
for each column in which computing is done. 
After the keys have been depressed to 

print the desired number on the work sheet, the operative pulls forwardly a handie 25, 
which is provided upon a rock shaft 26, the 
latter extending across the machine, and hav 
ing at its ends segments 27, which mesh with 
idle pinions 28, meshing with opposite racks 
29, which form parts of the general opera 
tor: said racks connected by cross bars 30, 31. 
The forward mc veinent of said handie 25 

carries the general operator forward, and 
cross-bar 30 engagi Sucia piths i8 as have 
been depressed iy the keys, and drives for 
wiec, tie bars 9 recordingly: said bars hav 3. 
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ing on their forward ends racks 32 to mesh 
with pinions 33, which are connected to com 
puting wheels 34; the latter loosely mounted 
on an arbor 35. - 
These computing wheels 34 serve as a set 

of master wheels whereby may be operated 
any of a series of sets of dial wheels 36, said 
dial wheels being mounted upon a carriage 
37, whereby the sets may be presented one at 
a time to the master set of computing 
wheels. The dial wheels have ten peripheral 
teeth 38, which may mesh with the teeth of 
the master wheels 34; and upon the several 
teeth 38 are provided numerals to be read 
for the usial purpose. The carriage may be 
a box-like structure, as illustrated, and 
may have a front roll 39 to run on a rail 
40 and rear rolls 41 to run on a rail 42. 
The rail 42 may be rounded, and the rolls 

41 may be made concave so that there may 
be a pivotal or hinge action, to permit the 
carriage to rock from the Fig. 3 position, in 
which the dial wheels 36 are out Qf meth, to 
the Fig. 4. position, in which one of the sets 
of dial wheels is in mesh with the master 
set 34. By this means, any rotation of the 
master wheels 34, which is effected by the 
racks 32, is transmitted to the diai wheels 36 
which are in mesh therewith, the dial wheels 
of the other sets not being affected 
The keys 1 having been operated to print 

the numerals upon the work sheet, and the 
carriage 37 having been adjusted along its 
tracks to bring a set of dial wheels oppo 
site the master set 34, the general operator 
handle 25 is pulled, and the carriage 37 is 
swung to bring the dial wheels into mesh 
with the master wheels before the latter 
begin to turn; there being some lost motion 
of the general operator 29 before the pin 
operating bar 30 engages the first depressed 
pin 18. This backward swinging or shifting 
tovement of the carriage 37 is effected by 
a lever 43, pivoted at 44 upon the framework 
and carrying at its forward end a roll 45, 
which bears down upon a bar or plate 46 
upon the carriage, to depress the rear por 
tion thereof and swing the dial wheels back 
Wardly. The lever is operated by means of 
a cam disk 47 which rotates in opposite di 
rections during the forward and backward 
niovements of the. general operator, being 
for i is purpose provided with a gear 48, 
which is connected by an idle gear 49 to one 
of the racks 29 of the general operator. 
The cam disk has in its edge a depression 

50 in which normally rests a roll 51 pro 
vided upon the rear end of said carriage 
swinging member 43. During the forward 
stroke of the general operator, the roll 51 
is forced out of the notch, thus vibrating 
the lever to swing back the dial wheel car 
riage. During the remainder of the stroke 
of the disk 47, said roll 51 rides upon its 

periphery, thus holding the carriage 37 with 65 
the selected set of dial wheels in mesh with 
the master wheel 34. The disk 47 need not 
make quite a full revolution, and the roll 51 
need not, therefore, drop into the notch 50 at the completion of said forward stroke of the 70 
general operator, but lnay remain upon the 
circular periphery of the disk 47 until the 
latter returns to normal position, thus hold 
ing the dial wheel set in mesh with the mas 
ter set during the tens-carrying operation 75 
which occurs during the return stroke of the general operator. 

It will be understood that at the com 
pletion of the return stroke of the general 
operator and of the disk 47, the roll 51 will 80 
drop again into the notch 50, thus permit 
ting the carriage 37 to Swing by gravity to 
its forward or normal position. 
Upon each of thel-dial wheels 36 is pro 

vided a starting tooth 52, forming part of 85 
a tens-carrying or carry-over mechanism; 
and when the dial wheels are in the Fig. 4 
position, any starting tooth 52 may effect an 
operation of a tens-carrying train, the 
principal members of which comprise a 90 
nine-toothed pinion 53 and a three-toothed 
pinion 54 fixed to pinion 53. The tooth 52 
operates the pinion 53 by means of an inter 
vening idle pinion 55. These idle pinions 
are mounted loosely upon a fixed arbor 56: 95. 
and the pairs of pinions i53, 54 are mounted 
loosely upon a fixed arbor 57. The three 
toothed pinion 54 is in position to operate 
the master wheel 34 of next higher denomi 
nation, but is normally out of mesh there- 100 
with, as will be understood at Fig. 3. The 
starting tooth 52 turns the double pinion 
53, 54 in the direction of the arrow' from the Fig. 3 position to the Fig. 4 position, and 
thus brings the pinion 53 into position to 105 
be engaged by its associated driving spur 58, 
which operates during the return stroke of 
the general operator 29. Every third tooth 
on the pinion 53 is cut away, as at 59, to 
make a clearance for the associated spur 58, ll? 
so that the spur cannot turn the tens carry 
ing train unless the latter has been first 
started by the tooth 52. - 
Thus it will be seen that the dial' wheels 

36 are provided with teeth 52 for "starting 115 
their respective tens-carrying trains; each 
tooth 52, once in each revolution of its 
whecl, engaging one of the teeth on the pin 
ion 55, for this purpose. This is done while 
the dial wheel 36 is moving from “9 to “0”, 120 
the pinion 53 turning one-ninth of a revo 
lution from the Fig. 3 position to the Fig. 4 
position; while the operation of the tens 
carrying train is completed, during the re 
turn stroke of the general operator, by one 125 
spur 58 of a set which is fixed upon a trans' 
verse shaft 60, which is driven from the rack 29 through idle gear 49, an idle pinioi. 
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61, and an idle pinion 62, the last-mentioned 
pinion meshing with a pinion 63 on said 
shaft 60. 
The pinion 63 has a clutch connection 

with said shaft 60, so as to revolve idly 
during the forward stroke of the general 
operator 29, and to make a complete revolu 
tion during the return stroke thereof. The 
clutch connection comprises a ball 64 fitted 
in a pocket 65 in the shaft, and pressed by 
a spring 66 into a recess 67 in pinion 63; 
the ball connecting the pinion and shaft, 
during the return stroke of the pinion, but 

15 

over train remains in normal 
20 

releasing the shaft during the initial stroke 
of the pinion, 
The spurs 58 are placed in helical order 

along the shaft 60, so as to operate the carry 
over trains seriatim. So long as any carr position, as at 
Fig. 3, the shaft 60 may revolve idly with 
respect thereto; but when a train is started from the Fig. 3 position to the Fig. 4 posi 
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tion, one of the uncut teeth of the pinion 
53 moves into the path of its spur 58, and 
the latter therefore, at the ensuing rotation 
of the shaft 60, drives the tens-carrying 
train and advances the next higher master 
wheel 34 and hence the dial 36 with which 
the latter meshes, the shaft 60 thereafter 
completing its revolution to normal posi 
tion, being held in normal position by a 
spring detent, not shown herein but dis 
closed in United States Patent No. 816,319, 
granted to me March 27, 1906, and in the 
pending application of F. A. Hart, No. 
466,836, filed December 8, 1910. 

It will be noticed that the pinion 33, in 
each instance, is connected to its compu 
itation wheel 34 by means of a ratchet 68 
and a pawl 69, to permit the computation 
wheel to be advanced by the tens-carrying 
train independently of its rack 32. . . 
The master wheels and the dial wheels are 

all driven by both the racks 32 and the 
spurs 58, while the carriage 37 is in its Fig. 
4 position; and at the conclusion of such 
operation, the carriage may return to its 
normal Fig. 3 position, thus disconnecting 
the dial wheels from the master wheels. The 
latter may have spring detents 70, and each 
set of dial wheels may have a single detent 
bar 71 pivoted at 72 to the carriage and 
pressed by a spring 73 into engagement with 
all of the dial wheels in the set. When the 
carriage is being swung back from Fig. 3 to 
Fig. 4, an arm 74 on said detent bar is in 
tercepted by a trip 75, and all the dial 
wheels in the set move out of engagement 
with said bar detent 71 as they move into 
mesh with the master wheel34; there being 
preferably no point in which control of the 
dial wheels is lost. 
The feeding movement of the dial wheel carriage 37 is effected by a spring 76 which 

: 

is connected by a cord 7 to a pig 78 on the carriage 37, and tends always, to draw 
the carriage to the left at Fig. 7. Upon 
the carriage is a rack comprising a series 
of teeth 79, one for each computing head 36, 
of which there may be as many as desired 
upon said carriage; the latternay of course 
be of any desired length, in order to ac 
commodate any required number of com 
puting heads. 
A dog 80 is normally in engagement, wish. 

the teeth of rack 9 and restrains the Sajne 
against being propelled by said spring 6. 
When, however, the carriage is swung to the 
Fig. 4 position, the rack is swung down out, 
of engagement with said pawi or dog 80 grid. 
into engagement with a fixed dog or detetii, 
81, so that the latter temporarily restrain: 

36. 

the carriage from traveling. While the track 
79 is so depressed, a spring 82 snaps the dog 
80, which is pivoted at 83 upon the fraine 
work, from a normal position at Fig. 5 past, 
the tooth 79 from which it has just escaped. 
The position at Fig. 6 corresponds with that, 
at Fig. 4. Upon the return of the carriage 
37 to normal forward position, Fig. 3, the 
rack 79 escapes from the detent 8 and rises 
to permit its succeeding tooth '79 to engage 
the feeding dog 80, as at Figs, 3 and 5; he 
carriage 37 of course making a jump equa: 
to the distance between the teeth 9, which 
is equal to the spacing of the disi wheel 
heads 36 at Fig. 7. After a line of writing 
is completed and the paper carriage 6 of 
the typewriter has been returned to begin 
a new line of writing, the carriage 3 may 
be returned by hand to bring the first, or 
any desired adding head thereon into posi 
tidn for coöperating with the master wheel 
set 34. a 

Variations may be resorted to within the 30: 
scope of the invention, and portions of the 
improvements may be used without others. 

Having thus described my invention, 
claim: 

1. In a computing machine, the combia 
tion with a series of actuating racks, of 3, 
master set of wheels driven thereby in one 
direction, a plurality of sets of dial wheels, 
said dial sets adjustable in one direction to 
bring any selected set of dial wheels to said iii 
master set, and also movable in another di 
rection to bring the selected set of dial 
wheels into mesh with said master set to be 
driven thereby, and carry-over gears mesh 
ing with said master set of wheels. 

2. The combination of a single master set 
of computing members, means for operating 
them concurrently including a general oper 
ator, a carriage, a series of sets of dial 
wheels on said carriage, said carriage sets 
engageable one at a time with said master 
set to be operated thereby, and means, de 
pendent upon the actuation of said genera. 
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operator for feeding the carriage to bring 
the sets successively into position for coöp 
eration with said master set. 

3. In a computing machine, the combina 
tion with a series of actuating racks, of a 
master set of wheels driven thereby, a plu 
rality of sets of dial wheels, any set of which 
may be controlled by said master set of 
-wheels, a general operator, means controlled 
thereby for driving said master set of 
wheels and the coöperating set of dial wheels 
on one stroke of said general operator, carry 
ing mechanism, means for initiating a carry 
ing operation by the wheels of any active set 
of dial wheels, and means for completing the 
carrying-over operation on the active set of 
dial wheels on the return stroke of the gen 
eral operator. 

4. The combination of a master set of com 
puting wheels, means for operating them 
concurrently, including a general operator, 
a carriage, a series of sets of dial wheels on 
said carriage, said carriage sets engageable 
one at a time with said master set to be oper 
ated thereby, means connected to said gen 
eral operator for feeding the carriage to 
bring the sets successively into position for 
coöperation with said master set; said series 
of sets being mounted on said carriage out 
of position for meshing with said master Set, 
and means also dependent upon said general 
operator for moving said carriage Scts into 
mesh with said master set. 

5. The combination with a master set of 
computing members, of means for operating 
them concurrently, a carriage, a pair of Sep 
arate tracks on which said carriage nor 
mally runs, and a series of sets of wheels 
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mounted on said carriage out of mesh with 
said master set of members, said carriage 
being tiltable or shiftable about one of said 
tracks as a fulcrum and away from the 
other track to bring any of its sets into mesh 
with said master set to be operated thereby. 

6. The combination with a master set of 
computing devices, of means for operating 
them concurrently, a carriage, a series of 
sets of computing wheels mounted on said 
carriage out of mesh with said master de 
vices, said carriage being tiltable or shiftable 
to bring any of its sets into mesh with said 
master set to be operated thereby, and means 
for feeding the carriage; said operating 
means including a general operator, and 
means controlled by said general operator 
for shifting said carriage to bring any of its 
sets into mesh with said master set. 

7. The combination with a master set of 
computing wheels, of means for operating 
them concurrently including a general oper 
ator, a carriage, a series of sets of dial wheels 
mounted on said carriage out of mesh with 
said master set of wheels, said carriage be 
ing tiltable or shiftable by said general oper 

1,279,687 

ator to bring any of its sets into mesh with 
said master set to be operated thereby, and 
an escapement mechanism including a part 
on the framework and a second part on the 
carriage to shift with the latter relatively 
to the first part at the operation of the 
general operator. 

8. The combination with a master set of 
computing members, of means including a 
general operator for operating said mem 
bers concurrently, a carriage, two tracks on 
which the carriage normally runs, a series of 
sets of computing wheels mounted on said 
carriage and normally out of mesh with said 
master set of members, a rotary cam con 
nected to said general operator, and means 
controlled by said cam for tilting or shift 
ing said carriage about one of its tracks as 
a fulcrum, to bring a set of wheels thereon 
into mesh with said master set. 

9. The combination with a master set of 
computing members, of means including a 
general operator for operating said members 
concurrently, a carriage, a series of Sets of 
computing wheels mounted on said carriage 
and normally out of mesh with Said master 
set of members, means controlled by said general operator for shifting said carriage 
to bring a set of wheels thereon into mesh 
with said master set, a driving spring for 
said carriage, and an escapement mechanism 
including coöperating parts, one of which is 
mounted on said carriage to be effectively 
operated thereby at the wheel-shifting move 
ment of the latter. 

10. The combination of a master set o 
computing wheels, a general operator for 
operating said wheels concurrently, a car 
riage, a series of sets of computing wheels 
on said carriage, said carriage Sets engage 
able one at a time with said master set to be 
operated thereby, and a set of tens-carrying 
or transfer trains dependent upon, the car 
riage wheels but mounted upon the frame 
work of the machine to coöperate with Said 
carriage sets through said master set one 
after another. 

11. The combination of a master set of 
computing wheels, a general operator for 
operating said wheels concurrently, a car 
riage, a series of sets of computing wheels 
on said carriage, said carriage sets engage 
able one at a time with said master set to 
be operated thereby, a set of tons-carrying 
or transfer trains dependent upon the car 
riage wheels but mounted upon the frame 
work of the machine to coöperate with said 
carriage sets one after another through said 
master set; said carriage sets being normally 
out of position for coöperating with said 
master set and said tens-carrying trains, and 
means for moving said carriage sets into en 
gagement with said master set and said tens 
carrying trains. 
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i2. The combination of a master set of 
computing wheels, a master set of tens-car 
rying or transfer trains operating through 
said master set of computing wheels, a gen 
eral operator for said sets, a carriage, and a 
series of sets of computing wheels on said 
carriage, said carriage sets engageable one 
at a time with both of said master sets to be 
operated concomitantly thereby; the wheels 
on said carriage having devices to initiate 
the tens-carrying operations. 

13. The combination of a relatively station 
ary master set of computing wheels, a rela 
tively stationary master set of tens-carrying 
or transfer trains, a general operator for Said 
sets, a carriage, and a series of Sets of con 
puting wheels on said carriage, said carriage 
sets engageable one at a time with said mas 
ter sets to be operated concomitantly there 
by; each of said tens-carrying trains con 
prising a pinion, each wheel in each of Said 
carriage sets having a tooth for starting said 
pinion, and each of said tens-carrying trains 
also comprising a second pinion in Inesh with 
the first and having a third pinion to en 
gage the computing wheel of next higher 
order in said master set; said general oper 
ator including means for engaging said tens 
carrying trains to drive the same. 

14. in a combined typewriting and con 
puting machine, the combination with a let 
ter-feeding carriage, of a master set of coin 
puting wheels, several complete sets of read 
able dial wheels all normally out of engage 
ment, with said master set, said sets adjust 
able in one direction independently of said 
letter-feeding carriage, to bring any select 
ed set of dial wheels to said master set, and 
also movable in another direction to bring 
the selected set of dial wheels into mesh or 
coiperation with said master set, and means, 
including a set of numeral keys and deliomi 
nation-selecting devices, to coöperate with 
Said letter-feeding carriage for controlling 
the operation of said master set upon said 
dial sets successively, during a single run of 
the letter-feeding carriage. 

15. The combination with a master set of computing wheels, of a carriage, sets of read 
able dial wheels upon said carriage, said dia: 
wheels normally out of engagement with 
said master set, said carriage movable iii. 
one direction to bring any selected set of dia: 
wheels to said master set, and movable in 
another direction to bring the selected set 
of dial wheels into mesh or coöperation with 
said master set, a letter-feeding carriage, and 
means to coöperate there with for controlling 
the operation of said master set once for 
each of said sets of dial wheels during a 
single run of said letter-ieeding carriage. 

6. The combination of s. master set of 
computing devices, means for operating 
them concurrently, a carriage, a series of sets 

of computing wheels on said carriage, said 
carriage sets engageable one at 3 time with 
said master set to be operated thereby, de 
vices for feeding the carriage to bring the 
sets successively into position for coöperation 
With said master set; said series of sets being 
mounted on said carriage out of position for 
meshing with said master set; and means for 
moving said carriage sets into and out of 
mesh with said master set, and concomitantly 
effecting an operation of said feeding de 
vices. 

it. The combination of a master set of 
computing devices, a general operator hav 
ing means for operating them concurrently, 
a carriage, a series of sets of computing 
wheels on said carriage, said carriage sets 
engageable one at a time with said master set 
to be operated thereby, means controlled by 
said general operator for feeding the car 
riage to bring the sets successively into posi 
tion for cooperation with said masterset; 
said series of sets being mounted on said car. 
riage out of position for meshing with said 
master set; and ineans connected to said gen 
eral operator for moving any of said car 
riage sets into mesh with said master set, and 
holding it there. 

18. The combination with a master set of 
computing members, of means for operating 
them concurrently, a carriage, a hinge-rail 
or track therefor, a series of sets of comput 
ing wheels mounted on said carriage out of 
mesh with said master members, said car 
riage being tiltable on said track to bring 
any of its sets into mesh with said master set 
to be operated thereby, means to tilt the car 
riage, and means connected to said tilting 
means for feeding the carriag. 

19. The combination of a relatively sta 
tionary master set of computing wheels, a 
general operator for operating said wheels 
concurrently, a carriage, a series of sets of 
computing wheels on said carriage, said car 
riage sets engageable one at a time with said 
master set to be operated thereby, a rela 
tively stationary set of tens-carrying or 
transfer trains to engage and drive wheels 
in said master Set and mounted upon the 
framework of the machine to coöperate with 
said carriage sets one after another; said 
carriage sets having means for initiating the 
tens-carrying operations and being normally 
out of position for cošperating with said 
master set and said tens-carrying trains, 
means for moving said carriage sets into en 
gagement with said master set, to be driven 
thereby and also with said tens-carrying 
trains, to initiate the movements of the lat 
ter; said general operator having means to 
drive the tens-carrying trains that have been 
started by the wheels in any carriage set, 
each tens-carrying train comprising & partly 
mutilated power-driven pinion, a second pin 
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ion to engage the master wheel of next 
higher denomination, and a third pinion in 
mesh with the first and in position to be en 
gaged by the starting tooth of the momen 
tarily associated carriage computing wheel. 
20. The combination with a relatively sta 

tionary master set of members, of a carriage, 
wheels on said carriage operable, by Said 
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master set, but normally out of engagement 
therewith, a feeding mechanism for said car 
riage acting to bring said carriage wheels 
into position for coöperation with said mas 
terset, and shifting or tilting means for said 
carriage acting both to operate the feeding 
mechanism and to bring the carriage wheels 
into actual engagement with said master set 
of members. 

21. In a computing machine, the combina 
tion with a series of actuating racks, of a. 
master set of wheels driven thereby in one 
direction, a plurality of sets of dial wheels, 
said dial sets adjustable in one direction to 
bring any selected set of dial wheels to said 
master set, and also movable in another di 
rection to bring the selected set of dial wheels 
into mesh with said master set to be driven 
thereby, and carry-over devices associated 
with said master set of wheels and operat 
ing the dial wheels through said master set. 

22. The combination with a plurality of 
sets of computing wheels, of a computing 
Imechanism for determining. the extent of 
rotation of said computing wheels, actuat 
ing mechanism for said sets, means for ef 
fecting a relative movement between said 
sets and said actuating mechanism to bring 
about individual juxtaposition between each 
of said sets and said actuating mechanism, 
shifting means for affording relative to-and 
from movement between each set and said 
actuating mechanism, to bring about an ac 
tual coöperation, so that said actuating 
mechanism can rotate the computing wheels 
of the set in juxtaposition thereto, and 
means to enable one of said relative move 
ments to control the other of said relative 
movements. 

23. The combination with a plurality of 
sets of computing wheels, of actuating mech 
anism for said sets, a general operator for 
Said actuating mechanism, ineans for effect 
ing a relative movement, between said sets 
and said actuating mechanisini, to bring 
about individual juxtaposition between each 
of said sets and said actuating mechanism, 
shifting Ineans for affording relative to-and 
from movement between each set and said 
actuating mechanism, to biting about an ac 
tual coöperation, So that said actuating 
Inechanism can rotate the computing wheels 
of the set in juxtaposition thereto, means to 
enable one of said relative movements to 
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general operator for governing both of said 
relative movements. 

24. The combination with a set of com 
puting wheels, of a traveling carriage for 
Said set, a rail and roller support for said 
carriage, and actuating mechanism for said 
Set, Said carriage being traversable along 
Said rail to bring said set into the sphere of 
operation of said actuating mechanism, and 
also being pivotal about said rail to bring 
Said Set into actual coöperation with said 
actuating mechanism. 

25. In a combined typewritiig and com 
puting machine, the combination with nu 
neral keys, of a series of computing heads 
for computing in various columns, a single 
Set of devices in which numbers are ten 
porarily set up before being carried into 
Said heads, a general operator for actuating 
said devices to carry the set up numbers 
into a head, and means operated by said 
general operator for bringing the next head 
to effective position with reference to said 
devices when the number has been com 
pletely carried into one head. 

26. In a combined typewriting and com 
puting machine, the combination with nu 
neral keys, of a series of computing heads 
for computing in various columns, each 
computing head including a series of com 
puting wheels, a single set of devices in 
which numbers are temporarily set up be 
fore being carried into said heads, agen 
eral operator for actuating said devices to 
carry the set up numbers into a head, means operated by said general operator for bring 
ing the next head to effective position with 
reference to Said devices when the number 
has been completely carried into one head, 
actuating devices driven by the first-named 
devices and arranged in turn to drive said 
computing wheels to an extent determined 
by the numbers set up, and carry-over de 
vices effective on said heads through said actuating devices. 
2. in a combined typewriting and con 

puting machine, the combination with nu 
neral keys, of a computing carriage con 
prising a series of computing heads, a single, 
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nastir head for actuating any one of said 
computing heads, each of said heads coin 
prising a set of computing wheels, loking 
means normally holding the whecisioclei 
in each head, a general uperator for carry 
ing numbers through said master head into 
the computing head which is effective it, the 
moment, means moved by said generi, op 
erator for first freeing said effective com 
puting head from its locking means anel 
then bringing its wheels into mesh with the 
Jiaster head, and carry-over devices effec 
tive. On the said computing head through the control the other of said relative movements, master head. 

and controlling means actuated from said 28. In a combined typewriting a ni Prm 
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puting machine, the coabination with nu 
neral keys, of a computing carriage con 
prising a series of computing heads, 2 singie 
master head for actuating any one of said 
computing heads, each of said heads coyl 
prising a set of computing wheels, locking 
means normally hoiding the wheels locked 
in each head, a general operator for carry 
ing numbers through said master head into 
the computing head which is effective at the 
moment, means moved by said general op 
erator for first freeing said effective coal 
puting head from its locking means and 
then bringing its wheels into mesh with the 
master head, carry-over devices effective on 
the said computing head through the master 
head, and means operated by said generai 
operator to bring the next head into effec 
tive position at the end of each operation, 

28. in a computing machine, the combina 
tion with a dial wheel, of an actuating wheel. 
therefor, said dial wheel having carry-over 
mechanism comprising a driving wheel ef 
fective on the actuating wheel, normally in 
effective means by which Said driving wheel 

gay be driven, and a wheel constantly is 
mesh with said driving wheel and adapted 
$3 be moved by said carry-over tooth to Engye 
the driving wheel to effective position where 
it, will be driven. 

30. In a computing machine, the coIakin:- 
tion with a dial wheel, of an actuating wheel 
therefor with which it is normall cut, of 
mesh, said dial wheel having a carry-over 
tooth, carry-over mechanish comprising & 
driving wheel effective on the actuating 
wheel, normally ineffective means by which 
said driving wheel may be drive, and a 
wheel normally in ineffective position but 
effective when the actuating wheel is effec 
tive on the dial wheel, and constantly is 
mesh with said driving wheel and adapted 
to be moved by said carry-over tooth to move 
the driving wheel to effective position where 
it, will be driven. w 

HANS HANSCR. 
Witnesses: 

FRANK. A. Cook, 
W. M. BYORKMAN. 
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